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Decision Tree for Unpaving Roads
Introduction
The Minnesota Department of Transportation and the Local Road Research Board initiated a preliminary investigation into
the issues surrounding the maintenance, preservation and possible conversion of low-volume paved roads to gravel. Rising
costs of pavement materials and stagnant or declining funds for road construction and maintenance prompted the agencies to
begin looking into issues surrounding the decision to unpave low-volume roads. To assist in the process and to provide
Mn/DOT and the LRRB with the best, most up-to-date information, CTC & Associates was asked to review the issues
associated with the decision to convert paved low-volume roads to gravel roads. This research synthesis highlights relevant
research and information related to road surfacing decisions, pavement preservation techniques, cost analysis and current
road agency experiences.

Summary
This report is organized into three sections: Local Road Agency Experiences, Road Surfacing Decisions and Criteria, and
Pavement Preservation Techniques and Strategies.
Local Road Agency Experiences
This section highlights interviews with the County Road Association of Michigan and with six county engineers and
managers from Indiana, Michigan and North Dakota who have experience converting paved roads back to gravel. This
section also includes a road plan from Lyon County, Minnesota, that addresses road surfacing choices and costs. The
information provided by the County Road Association of Michigan gives an excellent overview of the scope of road
challenges that Michigan faces. Interviews with county engineers and managers made it clear that the primary motivating
factor for returning paved roads back to gravel is the lack of funding for construction and preventive maintenance. Each
county road agency was asked three questions:
•
•
•

What criteria are used to determine which roads are eligible for conversion?
Have you done cost/benefit calculations comparing maintenance of paved roads versus gravel roads to determine
what cost savings, if any, unpaving roads have or will provide?
What type of techniques do you use to preserve pavement and avoid returning the road to gravel?

The decision-making process varied among agencies. Stutsman County, North Dakota, was the only agency with a formal
documented road prioritization system. Sample prioritization sheets provided by Stutsman County can be found in Appendix
A of this report. All agencies indicated that only the worst of the worst roads are being converted or considered for
conversion from pavement to gravel. Faced with paved roads that are no longer safe and the increasing cost to simply
maintain them in poor condition, agencies balance a series of factors to determine if returning the road or a section of the road
to gravel makes sense. Those factors include:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost to maintain or reconstruct the road as paved vs. the cost of graveling and maintenance
Safety
Average daily traffic
Percentage of trucks
Distance to other paved roads
Number of homes on the road

Stutsman County, North Dakota, and Calhoun County, Michigan, provided documentation (Appendix B and Appendix C,
respectively) to support recent cost calculations. Techniques used to preserve pavement included seal coating and patching,
with several counties referencing the frequent and successful use of a DuraPatcher. All agencies indicated they currently use
only traditional preventive maintenance techniques.
Road Surfacing Decisions and Criteria
In this section we reference six reports from the Kansas Local Technical Assistance Program, Mn/DOT/LRRB, Federal
Highway Administration/Central Federal Lands Highway Division, South Dakota LTAP, Vermont LTAP and the
Transportation Research Record. The most up-to-date study on the economics of road surfacing criteria is the 2005 study
produced by Mn/DOT and the LRRB. This particular study—along with Minnesota’s leadership in research on low-volume
roads in general—was referenced by the Kansas LTAP and South Dakota’s LTAP program manager, Ken Skorseth, as the
best reference on the subject.
We were unable to identify any reliable and recent research focused on the conversion of paved roads back to gravel. All of
the research to date focuses on the decision to upgrade from gravel to pavement. The exception is the Transportation
Research Record paper regarding the experience of Finnish road agencies, published in 2003 and attached as Appendix D.
Pavement Preservation Techniques and Strategies
This section includes information provided by Ken Skorseth, program manager of SDSU/SDLTAP, and reports from FHWA
and the Transportation Research Board.
Mr. Skorseth provided information regarding a potential low-cost road surfacing technique currently being used in one South
Dakota county. The technique—using high-grade gravel stabilized with liquid magnesium chloride—falls between full
bituminous asphalt reconstruction and traditional regraveling. Performance Evaluation of Various Rehabilitation and
Preservation Treatments (see page 6 of this report), produced in January 2010, presents the results of an evaluation of 20
pavement preservation techniques used across the country.

Local Road Agencies Experience
Local road agencies are on the front lines dealing with this issue. Counties are responsible for maintenance and preservation
of most low-volume roads and are often left to make decisions about preservation, reconstruction or deconstruction. Results
of interviews with local road agency engineers in Indiana, Michigan, North Dakota and South Dakota are found below. Also
included is information provided by the County Road Association of Michigan and a road improvement plan from Lyon
County, Minnesota, that addresses pavement preservation and gravel conversion.
Interviews with Local Road Agency Engineers
Results of interviews with county engineers and managers from Indiana, Michigan and North Dakota are detailed below.
Indiana
Contact: Joe Copeland, County Engineer and Superintendent, Hancock County, (317) 477-1130, ext. 225
Hancock County has converted paved roads to gravel in the past few years. Mr. Copeland indicated the decision is made
based on which roads are in the worst condition, which in most cases are old double seal roads. Every road is rated each year.
The worst roads are evaluated and other factors, including how much traffic and how many homes are on the road, are taken
into consideration. All of the roads converted to gravel have been rural roads generally with an ADT of less than 200.
Mr. Copeland believes that this process will be a cost savings in the long run. He indicated that the double seals he has been
putting down have only been lasting five or six years with lots of patching in between. He estimates that over the next five
years, the county will spend approximately $22,000 per mile for gravel road construction and maintenance. That figure is
compared to spending $25,000 for a mile of double seal coat and then five years of patching costs.
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Michigan
Calhoun County
Contact: Kevin Henning, Managing Director, Calhoun County Road Commission, (269) 781-9841, ext. 223
Calhoun County returned 2.5 miles of paved road to gravel in 2008-2009. The county anticipates returning 15 to 40 miles of
road in 2010. Calhoun County uses PACER ratings to measure the condition of its roads. A PACER rating of 1 or 2 indicates
a failed road that needs immediate attention. A map showing the county’s worst roads can be found at
http://www.calhouncrc.net/reference/Worst_Roads_Map.html.
In a December 2009 presentation, Mr. Henning outlined the challenges that the county faces in maintaining the road system.
He included detailed estimates of the costs associated with seal coating, hot-mix asphalt, gravel and brine application. These
figures are found on page 9 of the Calhoun Twp presentation, included as Appendix C of this report.
Page 2 of the presentation shows the county spent more than $2.5 million on patching in 2009. To do this, it cancelled all of
the capital preventive maintenance for that year.
Benzie County
Contact: Nancy Roseman, Engineer Manager, (231) 325-3051, ext. 202
Deteriorating road conditions and lack of funding sources to rehabilitate those roads led Benzie County to convert several
road segments to gravel in the past few years. Only roads that were considered failed and unsafe to drive on were candidates
for conversion. (Benzie County also uses the PACER system to evaluate roads.) Other factors included cost savings as a
result of the conversion and the very low vehicle per day counts on sections of the roads.
To return the previously paved road to gravel, the road agency spread 3 inches of gravel on the road, crushed and compacted
it. The agency continues to brine the road once per year. Ms. Roseman indicated that this has saved a “ton” of money in
maintenance costs. According to Ms. Roseman, “Two-man patch crews sitting out for a day or two every month for six
months out of the year is a lot more than sending a float truck in spring ahead of a brine truck for a half-hour—basically good
for the year.” Benzie County did not provide any cost analysis documentation.
Iron County
Contact: Doug Tomasoski, Engineer Manager and Superintendent, (906) 265-6686
Iron County has converted some roads to gravel in the past few years. While Mr. Tomasoski indicated that he had not done a
formal cost evaluation, the decision to convert road segments is made primarily because the cost of continually patching the
roads or potentially reconstructing the roads is prohibitively high. The cost of laying gravel and grading it once or twice a
year is manageable. He indicated that the county works with the townships to decide which roads are eligible for such
conversion. They try to avoid roads with houses and also avoid hills. They do not have a formal process for selecting roads to
be converted and did not provide any cost analysis documentation.
Montcalm County
Contact: Randy Stearns, Managing Director, (989) 831-5285
Montcalm County converted nearly 10 miles of paved road to gravel in 2009. Mr. Stearns focused on the cost analysis when
describing the criteria for converting the roads: “We can crush it up and blade it for less money.” He referenced spending
$24,000 to patch and still ending up with a terrible road. The county hopes to avoid converting any more paved roads to
gravel in 2010, but decisions are made on an as-needed basis. Road condition and maintenance costs are the fundamental
criteria used to determine which roads are eligible for conversion.
Alpena County
Contact: Ryan Brege, Engineering Technician, (989) 354-3252
Alpena County has also returned some paved roads to gravel in recent years. Mr. Brege indicated that while cost was a big
factor, sometimes it came down to simply not being able to maintain a safe road by patching in addition to the ease of
maintaining the road in gravel condition by grading. Alpena County does not have a formal process or criteria to determine
which roads it will convert and did not provide any cost analysis documentation.
North Dakota
Contact: Mike Zimmerman, Highway Supervisor, Stutsman County, (701) 252-9040
Stutsman County has developed a system to determine which paved roads should be converted to gravel. The county worked
with Interstate Engineering, Inc. to develop a road prioritization system. The goal of the system is to use a variety of factors
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that are scored and weighted for each road segment to come up with a ranking for each segment. The inputs can be adjusted
based on the priority of the agency making the calculation. Factors that can be weighed include:
•
•
•
•
•

Construction or rehabilitation costs
Safety
ADT
Distance to parallel paved road
Percentage of trucks using the road

Decision makers can also adjust the weights given to each factor based on the importance of the road segment to the overall
network of roads. Sample prioritization sheets from Stutsman County are included as Appendix A.
Mr. Zimmerman also prepared a detailed cost analysis comparing the cost of maintaining a paved road in safe condition, the
cost of reconstructing the road, and the cost of converting and maintaining the road as gravel. His cost analysis is based on a
20-year life span of the road. This analysis can be found on pages 12-15 of the document 2010: Work Plan for the Road
Department, included as Appendix B. Important highlights include:
•
•
•

Cost per mile per year to rehabilitate a paved road = $31,293.75
Cost per mile per year to reclaim a paved road (recycling and maintaining a deteriorated paved road in a condition
somewhere between fully paved and gravel) = $2,631.30
Cost per mile per year of converting a paved road to gravel and then maintaining that road = $1,683.70

County Road Association of Michigan
Contact: Monica Ackerson Ware, Public Relations Specialist, mware@localroads.net, (989) 482-1189, ext. 17
Michigan is experiencing severe funding issues associated with the maintenance and preservation of its roads. The County
Road Association of Michigan recently documented the extent of those challenges and their effect on pavement decisions
through a comprehensive survey of Michigan counties. Data from the survey shows the number of counties that have
returned previously paved roads to gravel and the continued funding issues that local road agencies are facing. The full report
can be found at http://www.micountyroads.org/PDF/2010_Survey_Compare.pdf.
Important highlights include:
•
•
•
•

At least 100 miles of paved road have been returned to gravel, 35 miles in 2009 alone.
At the end of 2009, 38 counties had returned paved roads to gravel.
Estimates show that an additional 100 miles could be converted in 2010.
Over the past three years, 79 of 83 counties have reduced or eliminated maintenance or replacement activities on
hard-surface roads.

Lyon County Highway Department: Local Road Improvement Plan, 2004
http://www.lyonco.org/depts/publicworks/rb/lrip/LRIP.pdf
This report details Lyon County’s preparation of a local road improvement plan. It describes two proposals from the Road
and Bridge Department to assist in the development of a final plan. Plan A would maintain pavement on all currently paved
roads at a cost of $5 million over 14 years. Plan B would maintain paved roads based on criteria such as traffic, cost, distance
to closest paved parallel route, existing condition, etc., at a total estimated cost of $3 million.
Page 7 and page 13 of the report contain spreadsheets detailing the various factors and costs associated with maintaining
paved roads and converting roads to gravel, respectively.
County Engineer comments from page 4 of the report: “Typically roads with less than 200 vehicles a day cost less to
maintain with a gravel surface than a paved surface. I have evaluated roadways for Plan C based on criteria such as distance
to closest paved parallel route, average daily traffic, maintaining route continuity, location within City limits and cost.
Consideration of the number of homes and businesses located on a route is not an engineering or maintenance factor for
traffic under 200 cars a day.
“For 2001 and 2002, paved roads cost an average of $1,084 per mile per year more in routine maintenance (crack filling, seal
coating, striping, re-graveling shoulders) than gravel roads. Paved roads also require an additional significant capital
investment somewhere between 16 and 20 years of age.”
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Road Surfacing Decisions and Criteria
To Pave or Not to Pave: Making Informed Decisions on When to Upgrade a Gravel Road, Kansas Local Technical
Assistance Program, 2006.
http://www.kutc.ku.edu/pdffiles/2006_Paving_Guide.pdf
This document presents the factors involved in determining when to pave a gravel road. It highlights two reports and tools to
assist road agencies in making the decision. The first is a Minnesota report, Economics of Upgrading an Aggregate Road.
The second is South Dakota’s report, Local Road Surfacing Criteria. The document suggests using both tools to assist road
agencies in determining what type of road surface is best.
Economics of Upgrading an Aggregate Road, Charles T. Jahren, Duane Smith, Jacob Thorius, Mary Rukashaza-Mukome,
David White, Greg Johnson, Minnesota Department of Transportation/Local Road Research Board, 2005.
http://www.lrrb.org/pdf/200509.pdf
This report provides information and procedures to make decisions about when to upgrade gravel roads. The report contains
an analysis that compares the cost of maintaining a gravel road with the cost of upgrading to a paved surface. This analysis
can be modified to address local conditions. Such an analysis may be used as a tool to assist in making decisions about
upgrading a gravel road to a paved surface.
The report is organized into three main sections:
•
•
•

Historical cost analysis based on the spending history for low-volume roads found in the annual reports of selected
Minnesota counties. The effects of traffic volume and type of road surface on cost were included in the analysis.
Development of a method for estimating the cost of maintaining gravel roads, which is useful when requirements for
labor, equipment and materials can be predicted.
Development of an economic analysis example that can serve as a starting point for analyses to aid in making
specific decisions.

This report has not been updated and therefore does not take into consideration the changing prices of asphalt, gravel and
maintenance supplies.
Context Sensitive Roadway Surfacing Selection Guide, Michael Maher, Chris Marshall, Frank Harrison, Kathy
Baumgaertner, U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, Central Federal Lands Highway
Division, August 2005.
http://www.pavementpreservation.org/toolbox/links/context-sensitive-roadways.pdf
From the report: “The purpose of this Guide is to provide consistent, objective and comprehensive information regarding all
roadway surfacing types and to present a rational, transparent, systematic process for selecting surfacing types for a particular
project or site application.”
Chapter 3, beginning on page 21 of the guide, contains a comprehensive surface selection methodology. Pages 26-28 present
a table containing suitability suggestions for types of road surfaces based on the traffic volume of the roadway. Beginning on
page 29, the report details 11 scoring factors separated into three categories: performance and durability attributes;
constructability and costs attributes; and context-sensitive and environmental attributes. Pages 32-34 detail the method for
weighting and scoring the factors to determine the appropriate selection.
Appendix A of the guide, beginning on page 37, includes a comprehensive list of surfacing products and descriptions of their
attributes.
Local Road Surfacing Criteria, K.A. Zimmerman, A.S. Wolters, South Dakota Department of Transportation, U.S.
Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, June 2004.
http://www.state.sd.us/Applications/HR19ResearchProjects/Projects%5CSD200210_Technical_Brief.pdf
This brief is the result of research initiated by South Dakota DOT regarding surfacing criteria for low-volume roads. It
contains a step-by-step process for local road agencies to determine the costs associated with decisions to pave, not pave or
maintain roadways. The process developed can be done manually, as described in the brief, or by using a computerized tool
available through SDLTAP.
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From page 1 of the report: “The methodology presented in this Technical Brief provides a practical tool to assist agencies
with decisions about the most cost-effective road surface type to be used in various situations.”
Factors used to determine appropriate road surfaces include construction costs, maintenance costs, user costs and noneconomic factors. Page 17 of the report includes an example scoring table for economic and non-economic factors. The full
report can be found at http://www.state.sd.us/Applications/HR19ResearchProjects/Projects%5Csd200210_Final_Report.pdf.
Vermont Local Roads Fact Sheet: When to Pave a Gravel Road, Vermont Local Technical Assistance Program, undated.
http://personalweb.smcvt.edu/vermontlocalroads/OLD/FactSheet%20files/OLD%20When%20to%20Pave%20a%20Gravel%
20Road.pdf
This fact sheet discusses 10 questions to consider when deciding whether to pave a gravel road. The questions could also be
viewed in terms of when to return a paved road to gravel. Design and safety questions in addition to construction,
maintenance and road user costs are detailed. Pages 5-7 discuss construction and maintenance costs associated with both
paved and gravel roads, and give a sample cost/benefit calculation used to determine which surface is more cost-effective.
Turning Deteriorated Paved Roads Back into Gravel Roads: Sheer Lunacy or Sustainable Maintenance Policy?, Jyri
Mustonen, Janne Lintilä, Tauno Mäkiö, Transportation Research Record, Vol. 1, Issue 1819, 2003: 96-103.
Attached as Appendix D
This report discusses the decision by Finnish road agencies to begin converting some of their paved roads to gravel. It details
how, from the local road agency perspective, the upkeep of gravel roads is economically feasible compared with maintaining
paved roads in poor condition. Factors taken into account when deciding whether to return a paved road to gravel include
road condition, number of people living on the road, traffic volume and fleet distribution, costs of alternatives and network
significance of the road.
The report describes standards that Finnish road agencies use. For example: “Before a pavement is removed, it has to be in
such a poor condition that motorists are experiencing obvious disturbance or even danger while driving on that road.” (page
3) “In ordinary cases, the annual average daily traffic (AADT) should not exceed 250 vehicles per day when this kind of
action is considered.” (page 4)
The report also describes the economic, land use and network analysis that should be done when making the decision. A cost
comparison on page 6 lists the factors that should be analyzed with example values comparing light maintenance,
reconstruction as a paved road and reconstruction as a gravel road.

Pavement Preservation Techniques and Strategies
Contact: Ken Skorseth, Program Manager, SDSU/SDLTAP, ken.skorseth@sdstate.edu, (800) 422-0129
Mr. Skorseth has experience with converting paved roads to gravel and using stabilized gravel to maintain roadways. He
pointed to the South Dakota DOT Local Road Surfacing Criteria research project (see page 5 of this report) as an
“invaluable” resource. This report, published in 2004, does have some limitations. First, it has not been updated since 2004
and therefore does not reflect the changes in costs associated with asphalt, gravel and maintenance. The other limitation is
that it does not evaluate the use of treated or stabilized gravel as an alternative road surface. He cited total traffic and the
percentage of truck traffic as the two most important factors to determine whether it is appropriate to convert a paved road to
gravel. Mr. Skorseth said that in general, roads that see ADT of more than 200 are not good candidates for conversion.
One exception to this rule appears to be Maitland Road in Lawrence County, South Dakota. Maitland Road has been
maintained as a stabilized gravel road for 20 years and has an ADT of more than 1,000 in the summer. The SDLTAP is
initiating a project to perform a cost analysis and gather information on construction/maintenance operational guidelines that
have made this project perform so well, and possibly obtain information on the environmental impact on roadside vegetation
after such a long period of chloride treatment. Mr. Skorseth highlighted this road in a presentation he gave at the national
Road Dust Management Conference in 2008. A copy of his presentation, including photos of Maitland Road, is available at
http://www.meetingsnorthwest.com/Event%20Archive/dustconf/Proceedings/Skorseth_C2presentation.pdf.
Performance Evaluation of Various Rehabilitation and Preservation Treatments, Zheng Wu, Jonathan L. Groeger, Amy
L. Simpson, R. Gary Hicks, U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, 2010.
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/pavement/preservation/pubs/perfeval/perfeval.pdf
This report presents the results of a research study designed to highlight the degree to which pavement preservation strategies
(including minor rehabilitation treatments) extend the service life of pavements. Researchers collected and analyzed 256
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projects from six target states covering 20 treatment types. The report focuses on low-cost techniques used to extend the life
of pavement that is still in relatively good condition instead of the wholesale reconstruction of roads in poor condition.
Data was summarized to yield the most common values for the following items:
•
•
•
•
•

Timing of application: the stage of life (in years) the preventive and/or rehabilitative action was taken
AADT and percentage of trucks on the pavement section associated with each treatment
Distress types and values used to trigger each treatment
Extended pavement service life or structural life associated with each treatment
Cost per lane mile associated with each treatment

Page 2 of the report lists the extended service life ranges for each of the treatments analyzed in the study. Pages 19-38 contain
tables evaluating each specific treatment type according to the factors listed above.
9th International Conference on Low-Volume Roads: Current Issues Facing Low-Volume Road Managers, Ann M.
Johnson, Professional Engineering Services, Standing Committee on Low-Volume Roads, Transportation Research Board,
November 2008.
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/materials/researchdocs/LVRHotTopics.pdf
This paper presents notes from the 9th International Conference on Low-Volume Roads. Pertinent discussions include:
•

Full depth reclamation (pages 6-7 of the report): “Full Depth Reclamation (FDR) is an effective recycling method
for low-volume roads. Aged, worn-out roads can be rebuilt using the existing materials from the roadway.”

•

Use of recycled aggregates from construction waste (pages 9-10): “Texas [DOT’s] experience with projects on use
of recycled aggregates shows increased durability of the roads from using rubber in the aggregate. Also, there was
money savings due to the use of local recycled materials.”

•

To pave or not to pave – Information provided to support decision making of when to upgrade gravel road (pages
10-11): This discussion presents tools from Minnesota’s research on the cost of upgrading aggregate roads and
South Dakota’s report on local road-surfacing criteria.

•

Best practices and resources in pavement design methods for LVR (pages 16-17): This section lists a variety of
manuals and guidelines referenced as resources in pavement design.

Gravel Roads: Maintenance and Design Manual, Ken Skorseth, Ali A. Selim, U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal
Highway Administration, South Dakota Local Technical Assistance Program, November 2000.
http://www.t2.unh.edu/nltapa/Pubs/south_dakota_gravel_manual.pdf
This manual provides comprehensive information regarding the maintenance, design and preservation of gravel roads.
Appendix D of the report, When to Pave a Gravel Road (pages 93-100 of the PDF), was prepared by the Kansas
Transportation Center. It includes 10 questions that should be answered before making the determination to pave a gravel
road. Pages 97-99 of the PDF include a cost comparison analysis between different paving and graveling options.
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June 2010
Addendum to TRS 1007

Decision Tree for Unpaving Roads
Addendum: AASHTO Research Advisory Committee Survey Results
Background
This document is an addendum to the Mn/DOT Transportation Research Synthesis report Decision Tree for Unpaving Roads.
It includes the results of a short AASHTO Research Advisory Committee survey of state transportation research agencies.

Summary
We received responses from 15 states, one Canadian province, a consultant in Australia and a member of the German Federal
Highway Research Institute. Seventy-two percent of respondents (13 of 18) are not actively considering the conversion of
paved low-volume roads to gravel. Several states indicated that they either had no gravel roads in the state system
(Mississippi) or that decisions on low-volume roads are generally made by local road agencies (Iowa, New York, North
Dakota, Wisconsin). Four states (Missouri, Montana, New York, North Dakota) said they use chip seals to repair and
maintain paved roads. The Utah Department of Transportation provided information on a new patching method, which has
been used with some recent success utilizing an infrared heating system to heat, remix and recompact pavement. (See
http://heatwurx.com/.) Additional methods mentioned in the responses include microsurfacing (Delaware, North Dakota),
hot-mix overlays (Florida) and hot-in-place recycling (Missouri).
Survey questions and the results of interviews with representatives of state agencies are detailed below. Contact information
for each responding agency is also included.
Survey Question 1
Are any local road agencies in your state considering conversion of paved low-volume roads to gravel roads?
No
Arizona, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, North Dakota, Virginia, Wisconsin and Wyoming;
Alberta, Canada; and Germany.
Yes
Iowa
The Iowa Department of Transportation distributed the survey to its counties and received 37 responses, which are included
in Appendix E. Most counties had limited experience converting paved roads to gravel.
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Montana
“Yes, it has been considered in some specific instances, but to date it has rarely been done so we really don’t have any
information on the effects of doing so.”
New York
“Conversion is not typically done formally, but is an ad hoc response to the road failing. Agencies (mostly towns) in New
York State have just let the roads revert to gravel. This has led to some problems as the gravel bases under the failing
surfaces do not have enough fines. These roads then ravel more than a gravel road with the proper material. The Cornell
Local Roads Program has had a few calls on this subject and it thinks there may be as many as 50 towns that have done this
in the last few years (out of 932 towns). When asked, Cornell refers the agency to information on good gravel on its Web
site: http://www.clrp.cornell.edu/techassistance/Gravel%20pdfs/Introduction.pdf. They typically discuss the issues involved
including cost-benefit, but typically this is not done directly as some of the costs and benefits are not quantifiable (such as
aesthetics). Cornell does not have any outcomes available at this time.”
Survey Question 2
Has your department encouraged use of any nontraditional surface alternatives short of full conversion to gravel such as
chip seals, oil-gravel, Otta seal or other options to maintain or reclaim paved low-volume roads without repaving?
The Utah Department of Transportation has used a new method of patching existing pavement, which uses an infrared
heating system to reheat the pavement to a temperature that allows it to be remixed and recompacted. The Utah Department
of Transportation has provided two articles about the process, which are included in Appendix F and Appendix G of this
addendum.
Other states reported using the following methods:
• Chip seals: Missouri, Montana, New York, North Dakota
• Microsurfacing: Delaware, North Dakota
• Various hot-mix overlays: Florida
• Hot-in-place recycling: Missouri

Contacts
Arizona
Anne Ellis, Director, Arizona Department of Transportation, aellis@azdot.gov, (602) 612-6910
Delaware
Michael Strange, Deputy Director, Planning, Delaware Department of Transportation, michael.strange@state.de.us,
(302) 760-2121
Florida
Bruce Dietrich, State Pavement Design Engineer, Florida Department of Transportation, bruce.dietrich@dot.state.fl.us,
(850) 414-4371
Georgia
Scott Kordys, State Aid Engineer, Georgia Department of Transportation, skordys@dot.ga.gov, (404) 347-0240
Iowa
M.J. “Charlie” Purcell, Director, Office of Local Systems, Iowa Department of Transportation, charlie.purcell@dot.iowa.gov,
(515) 239-1532
Louisiana
Harold “Skip” Paul, Director, Louisiana Transportation Research Center, harold.paul@la.gov, (225) 767-9101
Mississippi
James Watkins, Mississippi Department of Transportation, jwatkins@mdot.state.ms.us
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Missouri
Bill Stone, Organizational Performance Administrator, Organizational Performance, Missouri Department of Transportation,
william.stone@modot.mo.gov, (573) 526-4328
Montana
Matt Strizich, Materials Engineer, Montana Department of Transportation, mstrizich@mt.gov, (406) 444-6297
New York
David P. Orr, Senior Engineer, Cornell Local Roads Program, dpo3@cornell.edu, (607) 255-8033
North Dakota
Bryon Fuchs, North Dakota Department of Transportation, Materials and Research Division, blfuchs@nd.gov,
(701) 328-2516
Virginia
Affan Habib, Pavement Program Manager, Virginia Department of Transportation, affan.habib@vdot.virginia.gov,
(804) 328-3129
Wisconsin
Daniel Yeh, Research & Communication Services, Wisconsin Department of Transportation, daniel.yeh@dot.wi.gov,
(608) 267-6977
Wyoming
Michael Patritch, Research Manager, WYDOT Research Center, Wyoming Department of Transportation,
michael.patritch@dot.state.wy.us, (307) 777-4182
Utah
Shana Lindsey, Utah Department of Transportation, rlindsey@utah.gov, (801) 663-0167

Alberta, Canada
Marta Juhasz, Surfacing Standards Specialist, Alberta Transportation, marta.juhasz@gov.ab.ca, (780) 415-0691
Australia
George Giummarra, Principal Consulting Engineer, Consulting and Research, ARRB Group Ltd,
george.giummarra@arrb.com.au
German Federal Highway Research Institute
Ursula Blume, Research Program Delivery, Quality Management, blumeu@bast.de
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APPENDIX A

APPENDIX B

The title is “How heavy is too heavy for the roads of South Dakota”
http://www.mnltap.umn.edu/about/programs/truckweight/videos
Following is the address of a study on local roads completed for Counties in Indiana:
http://rebar.ecn.purdue.edu/LTAP/Resources/Publications/2009%20Needs%20Assessm
ent%20for%20Local%20Roads%20and%20Streets.pdf
Following is the address of a study completed to decide when a road should be
upgraded to a bituminous surface.
http://www.kutc.ku.edu/pdffiles/2006_Paving_Guide.pdf
Following is the address of a discussion on gravel roads.
http://www.frcog.org/pubs/transportation/GravelRoadsFAQ/roads.PDF
Following is the address of a fact sheet from Vermont, When to pave a gravel road.
http://personalweb.smcvt.edu/vermontlocalroads/OLD/FactSheet%20files/OLD%20Whe
n%20to%20Pave%20a%20Gravel%20Road.pdf
Another site that examines when to pave a gravel road:
http://www.epa.gov/owow/nps/gravelroads/appd.pdf
Following is a roads study in Minnesota where they are actually turning some roads back
to gravel from a paved surface.
http://www.lyonco.org/depts/publicworks/rb/lrip/LRIP.pdf

2010
WORK PLAN FOR THE ROAD
DEPARTMENT

ER PROJECTS AND DESIGN
WORK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 ER GRADE RAISE PROJECTS
6 ER CULVERT REPAIR PROJECTS
2 ER FLOOD REPAIR PROJECTS
PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING FOR
YPSILANTI BRIDGE
PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING FOR SYDNEY
CROSSING
$4,000,000 PLUS COST ESTIMATE
80/20 COST SHARE
COUNTY SHARE = $1,000,000.00 PLUS

2010 GRAVEL ROAD
MAINTENANCE
• BLADE COUNTY GRAVEL ROADS
• TWICE PER MONTH AND AS NEEDED
• SPOT GRAVEL AS NEEDED

2010 BITUMINOUS
ROAD MAINTENANCE
• RUBBER SEAL IN BLUE
• OIL SEAL IN RED
• STIMULUS FUNDS - CHIP SEAL
PROJECT - 15 MILES
• MAINTENANCE CHIP SEAL - 7 MILES
• SRF FUNDS – PATCH, LEVEL AND CHIP
SEAL 11.5 MILES OF AHL ROADS

2010 PATCHING
• ( SAFETY & HAZARD MITIGATION )
• SCOTCH PATCHING = BLADE
PATCHING
• HBP HAND PATCHING
• GRAVEL HAND PATCHING
• GRAVEL OVER BAD AREAS OF
PAVEMENT

COST ANALYSIS
GRAVEL, RECYCLED AND
PAVED ROADS

PRESENT FUNDING
CONSIDERATIONS

LETS APPLY THE COSTS

$1,279,000.00 Divided by $31,298.75 = 40.86 miles
of paved roadway!

LETS TAKE OUT THE FEDERAL AID AND ELIMINATE
SOME OF THE
FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

$829,875.00 Divided be $15,646.87 = 53.03 miles
of paved roadway!

RECYCLING
CONSIDERATIONS
• SAFETY AND LIABILITY CONCERNS
• FUNDING VERSES COSTS
• SAVE MONEY SPENT ON ROADWAYS
PAST THEIR LIFE SPAN
• PROVIDING A GOOD JOB “PRODUCT”

RECOMMENDATION
• DEVELOP A LONG TERM ROAD PLAN AND
CRITERIA OVER THE NEXT TWELVE MONTHS.
• DEVELOP THE PLAN TO DETERMINE WHAT ROADS
ARE THE PRIORITY PAVED ROADS IN STUTSMAN
COUNTY.
• PRESENT AND FUTURE FUNDING WILL DETERMINE
HOW FAR WE GO DOWN THAT PRIORITY LIST WITH
PAVED ROADS.
• DUE TO THE FACT WE WILL HAVE SAFETY AND
LIABILITY ISSUES IN THE NEAR FUTURE AND ALSO
THE FACT WE DO NOT HAVE THE FUNDS TO
PROPERLY MAINTAIN AND IMPROVE THE EXISTING
ROAD SYSTEM, RECLAIM 10 TO 15 MILES IN 2010.

WHICH ROADS ?
• CO # 40 FROM CO #62 EAST TO THE
BARNES COUNTY LINE.
• WEST END OF CO # 39 AND WORK
EAST WITH WHAT WE CAN GET DONE
DURING THE 2010 SEASON.

QUICK FACT
• ON AVERAGE ACROSS STUTSMAN
COUNTY TAXES COLLECTED FOR ONE
QUARTER SECTION OF LAND AND A
HOUSE VALUED AT $100,000 DOLLARS
IN TOWN PRODUCE ROAD FUNDS IN
THE AMOUNTS GOING TO ROADS AS
FOLLOWS.

STUTSMAN COUNTY ROAD
FUNDING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dollars to Road Department Levy
Average value of a quarter of land for taxing purposes

$48,600
X

Assessed Value
X
Taxable Value
Levy for Road Department
Tax dollars that go to Road Department

X
X

Value of Residential Property for taxing purposes

$100,000
X

Assessed Value
X
Taxable Value
Levy for Road Department
Tax dollars that go to Road Department
Townships receive an average of $70.00 per quarter!

50%
24,300
10%
2,430
.00248
$ 6.03

X
X

50%
50,000
9%
4,500
.00248
$ 11.16

QUESTIONS?

APPENDIX C
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Turning Deteriorated Paved Roads
Back into Gravel Roads
Sheer Lunacy or Sustainable Maintenance Policy?
Jyri Mustonen, Janne Lintilä, and Tauno Mäkiö
In the late 1980s, many Finnish low-volume gravel roads were paved. This
option was reasonable at that time because the price of bitumen was exceptionally low. No heavy structural rehabilitation was carried out on these
roads before paving. It was assumed that these cheap and light pavements
would last some 5 years. Now many of those roads have reached 10 to
15 years in age, still without any proper reconstruction, and are becoming
increasingly deteriorated. For almost a decade now, the Finnish government has been reducing its spending on public roads. Maintenance and
repair efforts have been concentrated on the main road network, and the
minor network has deteriorated more and more. Calculations show that
from the road agency’s point of view, upkeep of gravel roads is economically feasible compared with maintaining paved roads that are in poor condition. Therefore, road authorities have converted some of these paved
low-volume roads back to gravel roads. In 2001, the Häme, Turku, and
Uusimaa road districts agreed on common principles for these actions.
Furthermore, they described minimum requirements for each case in
which a paved road in poor condition was turned into a gravel road. Public opposition and political resistance were quite strong before these
actions, since the gravel roads are seen as a decline of service level. People
living along the road, however, generally admit that new gravel roads are
more comfortable to drive on throughout the year than old deteriorated
pavements. The road agency still has to focus on problems such as dust.

Finland has an automobile fleet of 2.5 million, which includes 2.1 million passenger cars. The total length of Finland’s road network is
384 000 km (238,500 mi), which includes
• Public roads: 78 000 km (48,500 mi);
• Paved roads: 64%, or 50 300 km (31,200 mi);
• Motorways: 550 km (340 mi);
• Light traffic routes: 4300 km (2,700 mi);
• Illuminated roads: 10 700 km (6,600 mi);
• Bridges: 13,800;
• Streets: 26 000 km (16,100 mi); and
• Other roads (includes private roads, forest truck roads):
280 000 km (173,900 mi).
Public roads serve 65% of all road traffic in Finland. The Finnish National Road Administration is divided into nine regional
offices (Figure 1) (1). Total public road management costs in 2000
were 775 million euros (6).The capital value of public roads
J. Mustonen, Finnish National Road Administration, Uusimaa District, P.O. Box
70, FIN-00521 Helsinki, Finland. J. Lintilä, Finnish National Road Administration,
Häme District, P.O. Box 376, FIN-33101 Tampere, Finland. T. Mäkiö, Finnish
National Road Administration, Turku District, P.O. Box 636, FIN-20101 Turku,
Finland.

amounts to some 15 billion 6. In 2000, the gross domestic product
was 132 billion 6 (16 = US$.8912 in January 2002).
According to the latest Passenger Traffic Study (1998–1999) (2),
Finns make an average of 2.8 trips a day and use 83 min to do so.
The distance traveled per day is 45 km per person. The roads carry
93% of passenger traffic and 67% of goods transport.

BACKGROUND AND JUSTIFICATION FOR
CONVERTING PAVED TO GRAVEL ROAD
The three southernmost road districts in Finland have together created a new policy (3 ) for converting old, badly deteriorated paved
roads into gravel roads. There are some commonly accepted rules,
according to which each target road has to be considered separately.
The policy was first introduced in 2001, and all three road districts
have been applying it ever since then.
Actually, the process of reforming Finnish maintenance policies
started with a report on new pavement management policies (4 ) in
1998–1999, which described how paved road upkeep is managed by
the central administration of the road administration and in the road
districts. This report was presented nationwide, since most cities and
municipal road authorities follow the same standards as those of the
Finnish National Road Administration.
The report (4) presented technical changes to make the policies
more specific and easier to apply. The content of the policies itself
was not dramatically changed as a result of these additions, except
for the definition of the allowed substandard percentage. This new
feature in maintenance standards forced the road agency to pay more
attention to primarily less trafficked and badly damaged or uneven
roads (Figures 2 and 3).
The new policies must not be judged in such a manner that one
immediately has to tear down a paved road after these requirements
are fulfilled. On the contrary, these terms are meant to be used as a
checklist before the decision to turn a deteriorated paved road back
into a gravel-surfaced road is made.
The main reason for this kind of procedure in road maintenance is
the current economic situation: The Finnish government was in a
rather bad budgetary crisis throughout most of the 1990s, so the road
budget has decreased for some 7 years in a row. This lack of funds
does not allow the maintenance of an optimal service level on the
road network. These troublesome paved roads are mostly on the rural
road network, where traffic volume is very low, in most cases fewer
than 250 vehicles per day. Since the Finnish population is moving
into towns and cities, traffic volumes in many cases are decreasing
year by year. Generally speaking, traffic is increasing 3 to 5% each
year on the main roads.

L
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FIGURE 1 Finnish National Road Administration: statistics for road
regions, 2001.

FIGURE 2

Typical Finnish gravel road.
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These roads are typically very lightly constructed, paved more
than 10 years ago and so deteriorated that motorists are experiencing
utter inconvenience or even danger while driving on them. The surface is usually some kind of bitumen emulsion mixture (“oil gravel”),
soft bitumen asphalt, or a simple surface dressing.
The amount of poor paved roads in the Uusimaa region, for example, is estimated to be around 180 km (112 mi), which is less than
4% of the total network length.

CONDITION OF PAVED ROAD

FIGURE 3 Another typical landscape: low-volume road in
southern Finland.

Table 1 contains road lengths for the Turku, Uusimaa, and Häme
Districts as they were in 2000 for different pavement categories.
Asphalt concrete has a continuous grading curve and a binder that
has a penetration of less than 32.7 mm (1.29 in.) at 25°C (77°F).
Light (soft) asphalt concrete has a binder that has a penetration of
more than 32.7 mm (1.29 in.) at 25°C (77°F). Surface dressing has
a thin layer of crushed aggregate bonded with a binder to the surface
of an unbound base or the old dressing of a gravel road (5).
The intention here is not to describe the technical aspects of the
renovating actions but to deal with the justification and requirements
that must be met in order to start the procedure. Of course, the main
objective is to maintain roads in all classes by normal maintenance
or minor repair actions. Turning a paved road back into a gravel
surface is always more or less the last option after better (more
expensive) solutions have been exhausted.
Alternatives in most cases are traditional maintenance with actions
such as patching, lightly reconstructing the road as a paved road, or
turning it back to a gravel-surfaced road. Priority is estimated according to the cost-effectiveness of actions and objectives set by the road
authority.
When such a radical step as returning a paved road to a gravel
road is considered, the following factors must be taken into account:
• Condition level of that particular road,
• Number of inhabitants along the road and their social and
economical aspects,
• Traffic volume and vehicle fleet distribution,
• Economic estimation of each possible alternative action,
• Land use in that particular area and agricultural and industrial
factors, and
• Network significance of the road.

TABLE 1

Paved roads have been divided into four categories in Finland: surface dressing, soft bitumen asphalt (light asphalt concrete), asphalt
concrete, and cement concrete (5). Cement concrete pavements are
very rare. In most cases, low-volume roads are either gravel roads
or those paved with a surface dressing.
Before a pavement is removed, it has to be in such a poor condition that motorists are experiencing obvious disturbance or even
danger while driving on that road. Normally, road authorities notice
it as an increase in road user complaints and even compensation
demands: for burst tires, broken vehicle suspension, and so on.
A single poor stretch of, say, 100 m (325 ft) is not enough to trigger these considerations because it can be maintained as operational
by normal maintenance methods, such as patching. As a rule of
thumb, more than 30% of the total road length must be in poor shape.
Naturally, there are several exceptions to these rules, such as frostthaw behavior of the road, high percentage of heavy or hazardous
traffic, nearby groundwater areas, or other environmental reasons.
Further on, the number of bridges and frequency of intersections
have to be taken into consideration.
Normally default deterioration values are followed, which have
been described in Finnish maintenance guidelines (6). These terms
define condition objectives and the lowest acceptable condition level.
Minimum standards include a so-called percentage limit, which
means that only 1% of road length is actually allowed to be worse
than the minimum value. In other words, this percentage limit is as
follows: condition level limit that 1% of the deteriorated road length
is allowed to exceed (Figure 4). Only surface deterioration is taken
into account here, since it is considered that, for example, poor structural condition does not affect driving comfort unless it has already
caused weakening of the surface.
Rutting is not a problem either—actually ruts on minor roads
are not even surveyed—because of the minimal wearing effect of
studded winter tires. Many of these roads are snow- or ice-covered
throughout the winter, that is, for 4 to 5 months. Speed limits are also
low, typically 60 km/h (37 mph), which also lessens the wearing
effect of studded tires.
Therefore, the focus is mainly on evenness (international roughness index, or IRI, in millimeters per meter) values and deterioration.
Deterioration is defined as damaged square meters of each 100-m
(325-ft) section of the road. Damage includes potholes, transverse
cracks, longitudinal cracks, alligator cracking, loss of material, and

Road Lengths in Kilometers

Road
District
HÄME
TURKU
UUSIMAA

Asphalt
Concrete
2766
2048
2719

Light Asphalt
Concrete
2834
3050
884

Surface
Dressing
857
822
266

Gravel
3048
2182
771

Total
3048
8102
4640
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FIGURE 4 Development of roughness on all public roads: IRI by
traffic volume class, 1994– 2000.
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Evenness IRI (mm/m)

structural deformation ruts. The percentage limit of evenness changes
linearly according to traffic volume and speed limit of that specific
road class (Figures 5 and 6). Practically all roads here in question are
to be driven at 80 km/h (50 mph) or less.
Exceeding the percentage limit of a single 100-m section is not
enough to trigger the process of regravelling of a road because these
separated sections can be patched with reasonable costs.
Typically, more than 30% of the road length must exceed the condition limit. Another option is that there be at least 10% or 500 m
(0.3 mi) of sections exceeding the limit and in addition to this that
at least 50% of the road length be considered badly deteriorated (but
not exceeding the percentage limit).
This formula might be gradually changing in the near future to
preserve the possibility that each road would still have a chance to
end up in the normal capital program. Of course, the paving program
varies from one budget year to another.
Another exception to this rule is that some bad roads are kept in reasonably good shape with temporary maintenance actions (“putting a
patch on a patch”). In these cases, defects or unevenness do not necessarily show in the condition database. These roads are, however,
rapidly deteriorating. In most cases, it is reasonable to repair this kind
of road rather sooner than later.
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FIGURE 5

Evenness limits by ADT and speed limit.

>1500

Deterioration limits by ADT.

Frost and thaw are another exception. Springtime weight limitations
can be necessary although repairing the road might still not be economically justified. After the old deteriorated pavement is removed,
the gravel road may be improved, for example, by increasing the bearing capacity or minimizing frost and thaw factors. Reconstruction costs
must be included in the economic analysis.
Moreover, both the surface and the structural condition have to be
weak enough not to justify the road improvement as a paved road.
Economic analysis is crucial, as is discussed later. Single deteriorated spots may be turned into gravel-surfaced sections only if paved
sections between two gravel sections remain longer than 500 m. The
length of a gravel section between two paved sections has to be considered individually. Bridges and in some cases intersections may
also be exceptions to these rules.
TRAFFIC VOLUME
In ordinary cases, the annual average daily traffic (AADT) should
not exceed 250 vehicles per day when this kind of action is considered. Summertime traffic is decisive, since many roads have sufficiently less traffic in wintertime. This traffic level was originally a
more or less empirically determined limit.
It has to be determined that land use is not increasing much or that
any other drastic changes along the road will not take place in the next
years. If traffic volume is expected to rise, heavier actions on that particular road have to be considered. Normally low-volume roads in
Finland are pretty stable in their vehicle amounts: the increase is fairly
moderate or in some cases even negative.
Traffic volume limits are not definite, since all three districts are
allowed to consider each troublesome case individually. Traffic volume limits are primarily affected by service level expectations after the
actions and secondarily by maintenance costs. The change in service
level cannot be determined exactly in all cases, since in some cases a
gravel road can perform even better than a totally worn-out paved road.
This is the case especially when a road authority is not capable of maintaining the pavement properly. Thus, budgetary reasons tend to have
more and more emphasis in decision making.
There are certain individual differences between districts regarding application of the policy. Terms described here do not mean that
it is obligatory to tear down a pavement as soon as these terms are
met. On the other hand, such a radical action should not be taken
unless these terms are met. In other words, these terms should be used
as a checklist in problematic situations.
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Traffic volume limits have to be adjusted according to gravel road
improvement policy in order to avoid contradictory procedures.
For example, the Häme District improvement program (paving program) in 2001 contained a gravel road with an ADT of fewer than
100 vehicles per day and another gravel road with an ADT between
100 and 150 vehicles per day. Average daily summertime traffic on
roads in the pavement program is at its lowest 271 vehicles per day.
Turku District has decided that gravel roads stay without bituminous
surfacing as long as daily traffic volumes remain under 350 vehicles
per day.
Uusimaa District has decided that a light asphalt concrete or a surface dressing is too expensive to maintain if the preparation cost
exceeds 4200 6/km (6700 6/mi). Moreover, if traffic is lower than
200 vehicles per day, the pavement can be dismantled. Reconstruction as a paved road is to be considered when the traffic volume is
more than 200 vehicles per day. Usually, repaving is common practice with roads that have more than 300 vehicles per day and have a
base course that is in fair or good shape.
Gravel road maintenance costs have to be estimated, which depend,
for instance, on labor and equipment costs, methodology, and the
location of the nearest maintenance depot (hourly distance).

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
A calculation method is introduced as a tool for making these hard
decisions easier. In Finland, this kind of comparison is usually made
among three alternatives:
• Light maintenance actions: pothole filling, patching, and rut
patching;
• Reconstructing and repaving: drainage improvement, adding
crushed stone material, and repaving; and
• Reconstructing as a gravel-surfaced road: drainage improvement, adding crushed stone material on the base course, and adding
a new gravel wearing course.
Costs of investment, maintenance, daily operation and maintenance, and vehicle operation are considered. Vehicle costs depend
upon condition class, but there is also an element of ride comfort
included.
Input variables can be chosen quite freely in this method. However,
the most important variables are
•
•
•
•
•

Average daily traffic (ADT);
Width of the road;
Roughness value, IRI (in millimeters per meter);
Estimated life cycle of the road; and
Interest rate.

Societal benefits must be calculated before a paved road is changed
back into a gravel road. Public input and political pressure are
not included in this analysis. Of course, the minimum requirement is that the action be profitable from the point of view of
the road authority. The economic evaluation must consider the
20- to 30-year life cycle of the road, not just first-year costs or
mid-term costs.
Vehicle operating costs and other road user costs are also considered, although they must partially be judged by the analysis maker.
All aspects are not specific, but they are gradually getting more and
more specific as more experience with this policy is gained.
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Inframan Oy, a Finnish consulting company, has developed a calculation method for the Finnish National Road Administration for
estimating the costs and benefits of turning paved roads back into
gravel roads. The calculation model includes agency costs, vehicle
operating costs, and a road user’s comfort factor.
The analysis period varies between 10 and 30 years, mainly
depending on the scale of the various actions. Usually this term means
choosing between light maintenance actions or heavy reconstruction.
All economic analysis is recommended to be carried out according to
this model, so that they are comparable between different roads and
different regions.
The example shown next involves a case with a period of 20 years.
The calculation is based on three alternative actions: changing the
road back to a gravel road, light pavement improvement, and reconstructing the road (heavy structural improvement). All three alternatives are examined through investment costs, maintenance costs,
daily care costs, and vehicle operating costs.
Vehicle operating costs depend on pavement condition, which is
described in different condition classes. Vehicle operating costs also
include the riding comfort value, which is based on road roughness.
Using the comfort factor includes uncertainty, and it can be left out
of the evaluation. However, it should be applied when possible,
because to a certain extent it may help one to include other factors
that otherwise would be ignored, for example, dusting, frost-thaw
behavior, softening of the road surface during long periods of rain,
and effects of loose wearing course material.
Table 2 shows the input (default values) and output of the example
calculation. Values in italics are to be set by the user.
Figure 7 shows total costs depending on traffic volume. It should
be noted that the currency is the Finnish mark (mk) instead of the
euro (6) because this calculation model version was updated in
autumn 2001. Figure 7 shows that changing to a gravel road is economically reasonable when ADT is less than 200 vehicles per day
and the road does not require heavy reconstruction.
If structural improvement is needed, changing this road into a
gravel road is economically justified already when the traffic volume
is less than 500 vehicles per day.

LAND USE
In most cases, a paved road is the preferable choice from the inhabitants’ or land use point of view. Dustiness is the essential difference
in the comparison. Surface binding prevents dust. This kind of comfort factor is ignored in a strictly economic comparison, so this aspect
has to be taken into consideration separately.
An especially careful approach is needed in cases in which housing is dense along the road, there are some institutional or social
activities, or there are enterprises producing consumer goods.
Municipal general plans have to be checked out in order to estimate future land use. Other useful information may be found in the
projected population, housing density, and function of the area in
question, such as residential, business, or farming.

NETWORK SIGNIFICANCE OF ROAD
Only minor roads (such as access roads) are allowed to be turned
into gravel roads.
The transportation needs of regional or national industry may
require a paved road, especially if they involve hazardous materials
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Calculation Background (Cost Comparison Sheet )

TURNING PAVED ROAD INTO GRAVEL ROAD
Basic Information of the Road
ADT
200 vehicles per day (max 500)
Width
6.0 meters
IRI evenness
4.0 millimeters per meter
Calculation Data
Calculation period
20 years (max 20 years)
Interest rate
5.0 percent
Cost index
1536 at the calculation time
Alternative # 1: Structural Improvement and Repaving
(31300 €/mile)
Reconstruction
50400 €/kilometer
Paving
2.0 €/m 2
(0.19 €/ft2)
(210 €/mile)
Paved road, daily care
340 €/kilometer
(105 €/mile)
Paved road, maintenance
170 €/kilometer
(pavement lasts throughout the
whole period)
Alternative # 2: Light Maintenance
(0.19 €/ft2)
Light action unit cost
2.0 €/m2
Light action life cycle
5 Years
Deteriorated road, daily care
680 €/kilometer
(420 €/mile)
Deteriorated road, maintenance
680 €/kilometer
(420 €/mile)
Alternative # 3: Gravel Road
(4200 €/mile)
Turning paved road into a gravel
6800 €/kilometer
road
(420 €/mile)
Gravel road, daily care
680 €/kilometer
Gravel road, maintenance
680 €/kilometer
(420 €/mile)
Results: Costs During 20 Years
Alternative # 3
Alternative # 1
Alternative # 2
Road Agency Costs
Action cost
93980 €/kilometer
37890 €/kilometer
6800 €/kilometer
(4200 €/mile)
(58400 €/mile)
(23500 €/mile)
Daily care and maintenance
3860 €/kilometer
10280 €/kilometer
10280 €/kilometer
(6390 €/mile)
costs
(2400 €/mile)
(6390 €/mile)
Agency costs, total
97840 €/kilometer
48170 €/kilometer
17080 €/kilometer
(10610 €/mile)
(60770 €/mile)
(29920 €/mile)
Priority
3
2
1
Road User Costs
Difference in ride comfort
0 €/kilometer
290 €/kilometer
12980 €/kilometer
(8060 €/mile)
(180 €/mile)
Difference in comfort
0 €/kilometer
0 €/kilometer
18850 €/kilometer
(11700 €/mile)
Comparison cost
97840 €/kilometer
48460 €/kilometer
48910 €/kilometer
(30380 €/mile)
(60770 €/mile)
(30100 €/mile)
2
Priority
3
1

or if the road is located in an environmentally sensitive area, such as
a groundwater zone. Each road under investigation must be checked
using a comparison form (Table 3).

CONCLUSIONS
Generally, these are the main rules for regravelling an existing paved
road. The most important things that affect the decision are condition
of the surfacing, traffic volume and current speed limit, economic
analysis of possible alternatives, land use (current situation and future),
and, finally, the importance of the road as a part of the whole network.
Practically speaking, these criteria should be similar to those used
when paving a gravel road is considered.
This policy has been applied since 2001, when these principles
were accepted. By the end of 2002, less than 100 km (62 mi) of public roads had been lightly reconstructed and then left without a new surface dressing or bitumen asphalt layer, for example, in the Uusimaa
District some 30 km (19 mi) in 2001. However, more and more minor

roads are being examined each year; roads with ADT of less than
200 vehicles per day especially are under scrutiny.
The amount of possibly converted roads varies from one region
to another, but, for example, in the Uusimaa region it has been estimated that there is some 180 km (112 mi) of roads in need of an
immediate decision on whether to proceed this way or not.
As pilot projects, these kinds of actions were first carried out in
1999. So far, the three districts have reconstructed these new gravel
roads at some 15 locations. The Uusimaa region has changed most
of them. Political resistance and municipal and inhabitant resistance
have been too strong for this kind of alleged reduction of service
level in the other two districts.
The main reason for turning badly deteriorated paved roads back
into gravel roads in most road districts is simply the lack of funds:
the current maintenance budget is at too low a level to maintain the
standard of the road network at the former high level. The actions to
be taken have to be based on two criteria: how affordable a certain
action is and what the cost-benefit ratio of that certain action is. It is
cheaper to maintain gravel roads than badly damaged paved roads.
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FIGURE 7 Cost comparison with reconstruction, paving, maintenance, and vehicle operating
costs included (5.94573 Finnish marks = 1 7 in January 2002).

TABLE 3

Comparison Form

ROAD XXXX, IMPROVEMENT AS A GRAVEL ROAD, XXXX COUNTY
Traffic Volume
ADT
XXXX
Vehicles per day
ADT summer time
XXXX
Vehicles per day
Present Pavement
XXXX
Type
Years
Age
XXXX
Sum of Defects
Average
XXXX
Square meters per 100 meter road section
Maximum value
XXXX
Square meters per 100 meter road section
Objective limit
XXXX
XXXX
Percentage limit
Evenness
Average
XXXX
IRI International Roughness Index, millimeters per
meter
Maximum value
XXXX
IRI International Roughness Index, millimeters per
meter
XXXX
Objective limit
Percentage limit
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Mustonen et al.

On minor roads where volumes often are also quite low, the deterioration of pavements has in many cases reached a stage at which
roads can no longer be maintained in a satisfactory condition by
using traditional maintenance methods for the surface dressing or
the bitumen asphalt layer.
Typically, three options are considered to secure the operational
capacity of these damaged roads: patching, reconstruction as a paved
road, or light reconstruction as a gravel road.
Inadequate funding has also forced road districts to intensify cooperation. The aim is to cut costs by renewing policies and to find synergies by combining tasks in all three districts. Thus, it is possible to
provide an equal level of service, especially in areas located on remote
district borders. Motorists should not notice any difference in service
level when they move from one road district to another.
This common policy is one of the results of the new kind of thinking in the Finnish National Road Administration and its regional districts. It is likely to be developed and adjusted to new requirements
in the years to come.
So far, practical experience with this new kind of approach in
maintaining poor low-volume roads has been contradictory. Public
opinion, enforced by some municipal politicians, has been strongly
opposed to this kind of decrease in service level. However, many
road users have admitted that a well-maintained gravel road is better to drive on than an extremely damaged pavement filled with
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deformation, defects, and potholes. Perhaps the most common cause
of complaints has been increased dust.
According to maintenance engineers, the number of complaints is
surprisingly low after the change has actually taken place. They were
expecting a more negative response from inhabitants living directly
along the roads in question.
One must emphasize that each road and each road section must
be judged individually. There are no two similar cases. Each action
must be approved by the board of directors of each road district
before the maintenance season.
REFERENCES
1. Roadfact 2001. Finnish National Road Administration, Tampere, 2001.
2. Passenger Traffic Study (1998–1999) (in Finnish). Helsinki, Finland, 1999.
3. Lintilä, J., J. Mustonen, and T. Mäkiö. Turning Deteriorated Paved Roads
Back into Gravel Roads (Päällystettyjen teiden muuttaminen sorateiksi
Toimintalinjat) (in Finnish). Finnish National Road Administration,
Tampere, 2002.
4. Pavement Management Policies and Guidance: Planning of Road and
Traffic Conditions (in Finnish). Finnish National Road Administration,
Helsinki, 1999.
5. Asfalttinormit (Pavement Standards). Päällystealan Neuvottelukunta
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Reversion of pavement to gravel survey ‐ May 2010
Questions:

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

Have you ever reverted a higher surfaced road, (seal coat, treated surface, paved), back to granular surfacing?

Q5

This next question is a bit vague, but we're including it because they asked it: Has your department encouraged use of any non‐traditional surface alternatives short of full conversion to
gravel, such as chip seals, oil‐gravel, otta seal, or other options to maintain or reclaim paved low volume roads without re‐paving?

Q6
Q7

How did the public react ‐ initially and longer term?

If "Yes", what were the specifics of the situation: why was it necessary? how many miles? how was it done? what did it cost?
Have you developed criteria for determining which roads should be considered eligible for conversion?
Do you have data on costs/benefits?

Any other comments:

County:
ALLAMAKEE

Response Date:

Q1

26‐May‐10

Yes

APPANOOSE

26‐May‐10

Yes

AUDUBON

26‐May‐10

No

BUCHANAN

26‐May‐10

No

BUENA VISTA

26‐May‐10

Yes

BUTLER

26‐May‐10

No

CALHOUN
CEDAR

28‐May‐10
26‐May‐10

No
No

CERRO GORDO

26‐May‐10

No

CHEROKEE

26‐May‐10

Yes

1 mile, reclaimed with the Asphalt Zipper to a depth of 12". 500 tons of
limestone was incorporated into the base,mixed then compacted.

Any road with an ADT of less than 25.

no

No

CLARKE

26‐May‐10

Yes

Seal Coating too expenseive. OK. Asphalt zipper zero (0) dollars

No

No

No

CLAYTON

26‐May‐10

No

No

No

No

CLINTON

26‐May‐10

No

DICKINSON
EMMET

26‐May‐10
26‐May‐10

No
No

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

No, Just removing what is the worst condition.
Sealcoats in smaller towns and villages due to cost of continuous
resealing. About 1.5 miles of mainline reverted to gravel. Note we also
have reverted about 17 miles of sealcoated shoulders along conrete
pavements back to gravel shoulders. All done with a motorgrader at
minimal cost to break up the sealcoat.
This was a road that was seal costed to the Prarrie Ridge Boat Ramp and No
camp ground at Lake Rathbun205th Ave.

No.

No

No

No

N/A

No

No

No

No
The road previously served a rural school. The school has been closed for NO. The county has one more location that may No. Other than patching a deteriorating asphalt
come up in the near future.
surface is very expensive.
may years. When it was no longer economical to maintain, we used
couty forces to revert the road surface to gravel.

No

No

No

No
No

No

No. Just internal discussion.

No

No

Reversion of pavement to gravel survey ‐ May 2010
Questions:

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

Have you ever reverted a higher surfaced road, (seal coat, treated surface, paved), back to granular surfacing?

Q5

This next question is a bit vague, but we're including it because they asked it: Has your department encouraged use of any non‐traditional surface alternatives short of full conversion to
gravel, such as chip seals, oil‐gravel, otta seal, or other options to maintain or reclaim paved low volume roads without re‐paving?

Q6
Q7

How did the public react ‐ initially and longer term?

If "Yes", what were the specifics of the situation: why was it necessary? how many miles? how was it done? what did it cost?
Have you developed criteria for determining which roads should be considered eligible for conversion?
Do you have data on costs/benefits?

Any other comments:

County:
GUTHRIE

Response Date:

Q1

26‐May‐10

No

HOWARD

26‐May‐10

No

HUMBOLDT

27‐May‐10

No

JASPER

26‐May‐10

No

JONES

26‐May‐10

Yes

KEOKUK

27‐May‐10

No

KOSSUTH

26‐May‐10

Yes

LEE

26‐May‐10

No

LOUISA

26‐May‐10

Yes

MAHASKA

26‐May‐10

No

No

MONONA

26‐May‐10

No

No

Q2

Tried but failed. As soon as the heat was turned up, status quo was
maintained.

Q3

Q4

Q5

Criteria has not been determined, but have
candidates that would likely meet requirements
when developed.
No

Not at this point.

No

No

No

No

Not specifically.

Yes

No
I did work up cost comparison data back then, but do
Our situation at that time was just to stop the
I did this in the early 1980's in Appanoose County when I first started
there. The county had started a program to seal coat a number of miles bleeding. All the roads they had converted to seal not have it today.
per year and purchased all the equipment to do this. All they were doing coat were converted back.
was blading up the existing rock surfacing and applying a seal coat. No
base whatsoever. They were having huge maintenace problems. I
convinced them that they could not afford this approach and succeeded
in turning several miles of very poor seal coat back to crushed stone and
selling all the equipment.
No
We had one mile of PCC pavement that was in very poor condition. The
pavement was actually part of an Iowa DOT road that had jurisdiction
transfered when a bypass was constructed. When the bypass was
constructed a large majority of traffic no longer used the road. The road
really turned into an access to land for the agricultural community. For
the few that used the road, a better condition granular surfaced road
was better that the PCC road that existed.

No

No

No
No

No

No

One mile of road was seal coated to provide a dust free access to a
cemetary. The seal coat was damaged by local agricultural traffic and
covered with about 6 inches of crushed rock.

Review maintenance costs to maintain the
existing surface.

No

No

Reversion of pavement to gravel survey ‐ May 2010
Questions:

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

Have you ever reverted a higher surfaced road, (seal coat, treated surface, paved), back to granular surfacing?

Q5

This next question is a bit vague, but we're including it because they asked it: Has your department encouraged use of any non‐traditional surface alternatives short of full conversion to
gravel, such as chip seals, oil‐gravel, otta seal, or other options to maintain or reclaim paved low volume roads without re‐paving?

Q6
Q7

How did the public react ‐ initially and longer term?

If "Yes", what were the specifics of the situation: why was it necessary? how many miles? how was it done? what did it cost?
Have you developed criteria for determining which roads should be considered eligible for conversion?
Do you have data on costs/benefits?

Any other comments:

County:
MONTGOMERY

Response Date:

Q1

02‐Jun‐10

Yes

OSCEOLA

26‐May‐10

No

No

PLYMOUTH

26‐May‐10

No

No

POCAHONTAS

26‐May‐10

No

We did a double seal coat on 2 miles of gravel road as a detour during a
construction project. At that time, we also seal coated another half mile
near the city of Laurens as a trial improvement. That trial lasted about 2
years before it failed and we stripped it up.

RINGGOLD

03‐Jun‐10

Yes

SCOTT

26‐May‐10

No

We are implementing a “gradual conversion” method. When a section of Criteria is public safety.
our sealcoat fails, we have used our motor graders to scarify the patch.
We then place a surface course of gravel in the patch. We tell the public
that, until our budget allows more, this is our “permanent temporary” fix
for our sealcoat system. We started this policy March 1, and have done
1/4 mile thus far.
No

SIOUX

26‐May‐10

No

STORY

26‐May‐10

Yes

UNION

26‐May‐10

Yes

WASHINGTON

26‐May‐10

No

WINNESHIEK

26‐May‐10

No

Q2

Seal coat to aggregate. Unable to maintain total sealcoat syatem and
converted worst condition, lowest ADT roads.

Q3

lowest ADT, worst condition, least residences,
most heavy loads

No

Q4

$25,000 to convert back to aggregate or scarify and
recompact for base

Q5

No

No

No

No.

No

No

No
No

No
One mile of seal coat was converted back to gravel by milling about 5
years ago. The road used to go to the County Home but it was no longer
in use so we could justify it going back to gravel.
It was the only seal coat road remaining in the county and it was in poor No
condition. It was 0.5 miles in length and we contracted with a local
contractor to pulverize the surface and recompact it. I believe the cost
was between $10,000 and $20,000 to pulverize and recompact.

No

No

No

No

No
No

No

No

Reversion of pavement to gravel survey ‐ May 2010
Questions:

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

Have you ever reverted a higher surfaced road, (seal coat, treated surface, paved), back to granular surfacing?

Q5

This next question is a bit vague, but we're including it because they asked it: Has your department encouraged use of any non‐traditional surface alternatives
short of full conversion to gravel, such as chip seals, oil‐gravel, otta seal, or other options to maintain or reclaim paved low volume roads without re‐paving?

Q6
Q7

How did the public react ‐ initially and longer term?

If "Yes", what were the specifics of the situation: why was it necessary? how many miles? how was it done? what did it cost?
Have you developed criteria for determining which roads should be considered eligible for conversion?
Do you have data on costs/benefits?

Any other comments:

County:
ALLAMAKEE

26‐May‐10

Biggest complaint is dust, which they have to
pay for dust control now since it was reverted to
gravel.

APPANOOSE

26‐May‐10

It was very, very difficult for the Enigneer and
Supervisors. The road is still grave!

AUDUBON

26‐May‐10

N/A

BUCHANAN

26‐May‐10

BUENA VISTA

26‐May‐10

BUTLER

26‐May‐10

CALHOUN
CEDAR

28‐May‐10
26‐May‐10

CERRO GORDO

26‐May‐10

CHEROKEE

26‐May‐10

CLARKE

26‐May‐10

CLAYTON

26‐May‐10

CLINTON

26‐May‐10

DICKINSON
EMMET

26‐May‐10
26‐May‐10

Response Date:

Q6

Q7

I will not be surprised if this issue is looked at again
in light of our declineing useable income and raising
material costs.
None

Resisited when first proposed. Several years
later accepted the fact.

Do not have any experience but do expect to deal
with reverting an aging asphalt quarry road to a
lower level in time.

Just did it last week (5‐19‐10)

None
I proposed a paved to crushed rock conversion on
some inhereted segments of a realigned state
highway to the Board of Supervisors. I quickly
learned I should focus my attention elsewhere.

Reactions were usually negative whenever we
floated this topic as a trial balloon. People
envision wet, rutted gravel roads that have
become more characteristic of this era of
heavier, more frequent loads.

Please see U of Minnesota / LTAP webcast:
http://mediasite.uvs.umn.edu/Mediasite/Viewer/?p
eid=9f1e9e74c4894c1eba7a2079f59f38df

Reversion of pavement to gravel survey ‐ May 2010
Questions:

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

Have you ever reverted a higher surfaced road, (seal coat, treated surface, paved), back to granular surfacing?

Q5

This next question is a bit vague, but we're including it because they asked it: Has your department encouraged use of any non‐traditional surface alternatives
short of full conversion to gravel, such as chip seals, oil‐gravel, otta seal, or other options to maintain or reclaim paved low volume roads without re‐paving?

Q6
Q7

How did the public react ‐ initially and longer term?

If "Yes", what were the specifics of the situation: why was it necessary? how many miles? how was it done? what did it cost?
Have you developed criteria for determining which roads should be considered eligible for conversion?
Do you have data on costs/benefits?

Any other comments:

County:
GUTHRIE

26‐May‐10

HOWARD

26‐May‐10

HUMBOLDT

27‐May‐10

JASPER

26‐May‐10

JONES

26‐May‐10

Several landowners were upset that they were
loosing a dust free surface on the one hand, but
several others were happy to have a road back
that could be maintained instead of being a
linear minefield of potholes.

KEOKUK

27‐May‐10

n/a

KOSSUTH

26‐May‐10

In this case, the users have accepted the
reversion.

LEE

26‐May‐10

LOUISA

26‐May‐10

MAHASKA

26‐May‐10

MONONA

26‐May‐10

Response Date:

Q6

Q7

Not Applicable at this point.

Initially any short term fixes were deemed
positive, but the long term problems remain.

answer to No.5 ‐ Lee County in the past has
sealcoated sone HMA pavements to extend the life
of the pavement because of funds shortage and
resurfaced the HMA pavement later.
The road was a relatively low traffic road, there
were some complaints until accepting the
present condition.

Do to revenue shortages and failing roads, Monona
County may be forced to convert a road from PCC
paved to granular.

Reversion of pavement to gravel survey ‐ May 2010
Questions:

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

Have you ever reverted a higher surfaced road, (seal coat, treated surface, paved), back to granular surfacing?

Q5

This next question is a bit vague, but we're including it because they asked it: Has your department encouraged use of any non‐traditional surface alternatives
short of full conversion to gravel, such as chip seals, oil‐gravel, otta seal, or other options to maintain or reclaim paved low volume roads without re‐paving?

Q6
Q7

How did the public react ‐ initially and longer term?

If "Yes", what were the specifics of the situation: why was it necessary? how many miles? how was it done? what did it cost?
Have you developed criteria for determining which roads should be considered eligible for conversion?
Do you have data on costs/benefits?

Any other comments:

County:
MONTGOMERY

Response Date:

OSCEOLA

26‐May‐10

PLYMOUTH

26‐May‐10

POCAHONTAS

26‐May‐10

RINGGOLD

03‐Jun‐10

SCOTT

26‐May‐10

SIOUX

26‐May‐10

STORY

26‐May‐10

UNION

26‐May‐10

WASHINGTON

26‐May‐10

WINNESHIEK

26‐May‐10

Q6

02‐Jun‐10

Q7

Have generally asccepted 20% reduction of 110
miles of sealcoat to aggregate. I anticipate aggregate
for 40 to 50 miles, upgrade to HMA on 30 miles and
30 miles or so to remain seal coat or revert to
aggregate if funding not available.

Currently not considering any tpye of conversion at
this time
Not a big problem, the road was is really bad
shape so going back to gravel made it easier to
maintain.
Only a couple of residents complained and they
resided on the segment of road that was
converted.

I cannot answer yes to question 1 but I have roads
that will return to gravel and have partially already
and the county will not be repairing them in the near
future. They are going back to gravel on their own
and we just arent stopping it.
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HeatWurx Repairs
By: Todd Richins

This past construction season, on the “Echo
Canyon” project, the company HeatWurx
came in and repaired some bituminous soft
spots on a few structures that have had a
history of problems. I was impressed with
the repairs and how well they have been
holding up. I have since been working with
the owner of HeatWurx and with the
research department to evaluate this new
method of repair.
The procedure:
A generator-powered electric heat element
is attached to a mini excavator and heats
the pavement to a point where existing
material can be recycled in place and
additional material can also be added, if
needed. A tiller attached to the front of a
skid steer helps to mix the material before it
is raked and compacted. While the
pavement is being heated to recycle/repair

the pothole, temperatures near the edge of
the pothole usually reach close to 130
degrees. HeatWurx owner Rich Giles says
such temperatures during compaction make
for an almost seamless repair.
The
rehabilitated areas are then sealed with tar
sand.
We have tested this repair method at a few
different locations, each with its own failure
situation. One location on I-80 is showing a
failure with the open graded surface course.
Another area has had some rutting and
shoving occurring. The pictures shown are
the repair of a pothole on the I-84 to I-80
eastbound structure on December 21, 2009.
The temperatures that day were very cold;
air temperature was 15 degrees, and the
pavement temperature was around 17
degrees. So far, all the places we have
repaired have been holding up very well.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE REMINDER
June 30, 2010 Year End
As we approach the end of Fiscal Year 2010, please make sure that all invoices for purchases received prior to July 1,
2010 are being sent to the payable office promptly.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Here are a few suggestions that will help expedite payment of invoices:
Please send PO as soon as you receive an invoice
If you receive an invoice that does not belong to your station please call or return invoices to accounts payable
Invoices over $1,000 (not on contract) requires a phone quote
Invoices over $5,000 (not on contract) please contact Teresa Johnson
Accounts payable will not receive a copy of an invoice that is mailed directly to your station, Please
forward invoice to accounting with PO
The invoice you receive when you pick up product at will call is the only invoice generated by vendor. The
vendor will not mail another invoice so please send your copy to accounting with PO

Thanks to all of your efforts, Year End has always been successful. We also appreciate your continued support in
helping us meet year end deadlines.
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Heatwurx TM Infrared Pavement Patching Proves Effective at Echo Junction
By Ken Berg
Road maintenance crews typically use the
“throw-and-go” pothole patching method in cold, wet
weather to patch potholes when hot mix asphalt is not
available. It consists of filling a pothole with cold mix
and compacting it, when possible, with truck tires (Fig.
1).

The location was chosen on I-84 because of
the difficulty in keeping a patch in place during wet
winter months. Maintenance forces were required
to repair the patch using the “throw-and-go”
method after every storm.
HeatwurxTM www.heatwurx.com is a nonproprietary repair system that claims to seamlessly
fuse together holes and cracks in asphalt. It uses an
infrared heating system (Fig. 3) to reheat the
existing asphalt, without overheating, to a
temperature that allows it to be remixed,
rejuvenated and recompacted.

Fig.1 Throw and go patching in cold, wet weather. (Photo
from Ashland Times Gazetteer, Ashland, OH)

This method is considered a temporary fix
until a more permanent solution can be applied and
may last only a few hours or until the next storm.
The Utah Dept. of Transportation (UDOT)
Region 2 Maintenance forces contracted with
Heatwurx TM (www.heatwurx.com) to repair a pothole
on the bridge deck at MP 119.72 on the I-84 onramp to I-80 EB at Echo Junction (Fig. 2).
Fig. 3 The 4' X 5' heating plate shown with infrared heating tubes.

The resulting repaired area is purported to
be homogenous with the surrounding material,
therefore, more resistant to failing.
The condition of the pothole before
treatment is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 1 Pothole on the structure at Echo Jct., I-84 EB ramp to
EB I-80, MP 119.72.

Please see Pavement Patching on page 10
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Pavement Patching from page 9

Fig. 4 The patched pothole looked like this before treatment.

The key steps in the HeatwurxTM treatment

Fig. 7 After tilling, the existing material was removed down
to the top mat of reinforcing steel and disposed. Note the
standing water beneath the surface.

process are shown and described in the following
pictures.

Fig. 8 After imported material from unknown sources was
Fig. 5 The heating plate was placed on the surface for 30-45
minutes

added and tilled in, tack oil was poured around the edges.

Fig. 6 The heated surface was tilled down to an average depth
of 4”.

Fig. 9 The material was compacted with a with a walk-behind
steel drum roller.

Please see Pavement Patching on page 11
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This process appears to provide a
more durable solution in problem areas that
normally require several applications in cold,
wet weather, as demonstrated on the I-84
bridge deck. Todd Richins, Reg. 2 East Area
Supervisor, is pleased with the performance
of the HeatwurxTM treatment and has used it
to patch other areas in the region.
Currently, at Todd’s request, Central
Maintenance is working with Procurement to
Figure 10 Looked like this immediately after treatment.

A site visit 71 days later on Mar. 2, 2010
revealed the patch has remained intact.

develop an agency-wide contract for
infrared pavement patching.
More detailed information on
HeatwurxTM can be found in the methods
study report on Central Maintenance’s web
page at
http://udot.utah.gov/main/uconowner.gf?n
=13067507157476899 or by contacting Ken
Berg, Maintenance Planning Engineer, at
kenberg@utah.gov .

Figure 11 The patch looked good on 3/2/2010, 71 days later.

